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Brill is delighted to announce the launch of The Hague 
Academy Collected Courses Online / Recueil des Cours de 
I'Academie de la Haye en ligne, opening up online access 
to over 80 years of the history of international law to 
students and researchers around the world. 
The Hague Academy of International Law is a centre 
for high-level education in public and private 
international law. The Academy's scientific body, 
the Curatorium, calls upon foremost specialists, 
including academics, practitioners, diplomats, and 
other leading experts from all over the world, to 
deliver courses to an international audience in 

English or French. The courses are published in the 
Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International 
Law, which are the most important encyclopaedic 
publications on private and public international law. 

KEY FEATURES 

• Essential online resource for law libraries 
• Over 320 volumes 
• Content of new courses added to the online edition 
throughout the year 

• Online edition is fully searchable and bilingual 

Annual Subscription Prices 

Unlimited SiU License 

Libraries with a standing 

order to the print edition: • List price EUR 2900.- / USS 4320.-
Libraries with no print holdings: • List price EUR 3460.- / USS 5150.-

LimitedSitei 

• List price EUR 1930.- / USS 2880.-
• List price EUR 2300.- / USS 3430.-

For further details and for additional pricing options, 
including consortia pricing or outright purchase 
options, please contact sales@brill.nl. 
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Council of Europe Manuals - Human Rights in Culturally 
Diverse Societies 

Malcolm D. Evans and Anne Weber 

• November 2008 
• ISBN 978 90 04 17274 6 
• Paperback (part 1 viii, 136 pp. part 2 vi, 98 pp. with English 
and French texts, 2 vols.) 
• List price EUR 70.- / US$ 112.-

The origins of these Manuals lie in the increasing interest and importance of questions concerning the manner 
in which the freedom of religion and belief is to be enjoyed in Europe today, and how freedom of expression can 
be reconciled with other rights in a multi-cultural society. These volumes, written by human rights experts and 
commissioned by the Council of Europe, offer an overview of two contentious topics - the wearing of religious 
symbols in public areas and the issue of hate speech - and supply insight into key concepts in the jurisprudence 
of the Court, the role and responsibilities of the state and individuals, key definitions and essential questions for 
policy makers. 

Children's Bioethics 
The International Biopolitical Discourse on Harmful Traditional Practices and 

The Right of The Child to Cultural Identity 

Maya Sabatello 

• March 2009 
• ISBN 978 90 04 17341 5 
• Hardback (250 pp.) 
• List price EUR 90.- / US$ 133.-

Drawing on interdisciplinary scholastic work, the book offers a comprehensive examination of the international 
bio-political discourse on children's bioethics and, suggests an innovative model to resolve clashes between 
medical cultures and identity under international human rights law. 
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International Criminal Law, 3rd edition 

Edited by M. Cherif Bassiouni 

• SET PRICE: 3 volumes EUR 385.- / us$ 385.- Volume 1 - Sources, Subjects and Contents 

The definitive treatise on international criminal law, M. Cherif 
Bassiouni's unique 3- volume collection is now in its third 
edition. Written by more than 50 outstanding authorities from 
19 countries, it covers the entire field, from the theory of what 
makes a crime "international" to the step-by-step conduct of an 
international prosecution. Its in-depth coverage includes: 
- analysis of the doctrinal basis of international criminal law 
- the historical development of international criminal law and 

policy 
- detailed treatment of 16 crimes that have been given 

international jurisdiction, including torture, genocide, war 
crimes, and crimes against humanity 

- issues of immunity and jurisdiction 
-judicial assistance 
- recognition of foreign penal judgments 
- extradition and transfer of prisoners 
- taking evidence abroad 
- seizure of foreign assets 
- international criminal tribunals procedure 
- international criminal prosecutions in domestic courts 
and a great deal more. Attention is paid throughout the 
presentation to the complex cultural and regional issues that 
often arise in this field of practice. 

This new third edition has been thoroughly revised, making it 
the most current and comprehensive treatment available of this 
major area of international law theory and practice. 

M. Cherif Bassiouni is Professor of Law at DePaul University. 
He was a driving force behind the establishment of the ICC, 
having advocated it worldwide for the last 30 years. In 1998, he 
served as Chairman of the Drafting Committee of the United 
Nations Diplomatic Conference on the Establishment of an 
International Criminal Court. Prior to that, from 1996 to 1998, he 
served as Vice-chairman of the Preparatory Committee on the 
Establishment of an International Criminal Court and, in 1995, 
as Vice Chairman of the ad hoc Committee on an International 
Criminal Court. 

• August 2008 
• ISBN 978 90 04 16532 8 
• Hardback (1130 pp.) 
• List price EUR 170.- / US$ 170.-
• International Criminal Law, 3rd edition, 1 

TABLE OF C O N T E N T S 

Parti 
Chapter 1: Sources and Subjects 
Chapter 2: Contents 
Part II 
Chapter 3: The Crime Against Peace and Aggression 
Chapter 4: War Crimes, Crimes Against Humanity and Genocide 
Chapter 5: Crimes Against Fundamental Human Rights 
Chapter 6: Crimes of Terror-Violence 
Chapter 7: Crimes Against Social Interest 

Volume 2 - Multilateral and Bilateral 
Enforcement Mechanisms 
• September 2008 
• ISBN 978 90 04 165311 
• Hardback (750 pp.) 
• List price EUR 170.- / US$ 170.-
• International Criminal Law, 3rd edition, 2 

TABLE OF C O N T E N T S 

Chapter 1: Policies and Modalities 
Chapter 2: Jurisdiction 
Chapter 3: Extradition 
Chapter 4:Judicial Assistance and Mutual Cooperation in Penal 
Matters 
Chapter 5: Recognition of Foreign Penal Judgments, Transfer of 
Criminal Proceedings, and Execution of Foreign Penal Sentences 

Volume 3 - International Enforcement 
• September 2008 
• ISBN 978 90 04 16530 4 
• Hardback (750 pp.) 
• List price EUR 170.- / US$ 170.-
• International Criminal Law, 3rd edition, 3 

TABLE OF C O N T E N T S 

Chapter i: History of International Investiaaticns JIIJ Prosecutions 
Chapter 2: International Criminal Tribunal? and Mixed Model 
Tribunals 
chapter i: Saticnal Prosecutions for International Crime* 
Chapter 4: Contemporary four* in International Criminal IJW 
Doctrine and Practice 
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CAMBRIDGE 

New Law Titles from Cambridge 

Darfur and the Crime of Genocide 
John Hagan and 
Wenona Rymond-Richmond 

"Why has the field of criminology ignored 
genocide for SO long? The answer to this question has 
important implications for theories of crime and international 
policy alike. The terrible tragedy in Darfur serves as the 
motivation for Hagan and Rymond-Richmond to trace the 
intellectual history of competing approaches to genocide, from 
the pioneering work of Sheldon Glueck on Nazi war crimes to 
controversies over official reaction to atrocities in the former 
Yugoslavia and now Africa. A call to action, Darfur and the 
Crime of Genocide is disturbing but necessary reading for all 
those concerned with international justice and a more general 
criminological conception of collective responses to crime 
around the world." 

-Robert J. Sampson, Harvard University, 
Henry Ford II Professor of Sociology 

"To read these pages is to hear the voices of survivors who 
painstakingly recount the killings, rapes and harrowing 
devastation in Darfur. The authors use eyewitness reports 
from more than a thousand State Department interviews 
to document and analyze the on-going atrocities and the 
reasons so shamefully little has been done to address this 
terrible episode in human destruction. In the face of genocide, 
the ultimate crime, this powerful and insightful book offers 
valuable lessons — lessons I hope we will learn from — not 
only for the victims of the Darfur genocide, but for the victims 
of future genocides, and for our own essential selves." 

-Mia Farrow, UNICEF and Dream for Darfur 

Cambridge Studies in Law and Society 
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-51567-2:296 pp. 
$24.99: Pb: 978-0-521-73135-5 

The Enemy Combatant Papers 
American Justice, the Courts, and the War on Terror 

Karen J. Greenberg and 
Joshua L. Dratel 

"This comprehensive volume tells a powerful story — of 
executive power run amok, the human beings left in its wake, 
and the effort to use the courts to restore the rule of law and 
balance of powers in this country. When the definitive history 
of this period is written, those who write it will turn to this 
impressive collection as a primary source." 

-Elisa Massimino, Washington Director, 
Human Rights First 

"The definitive documentation of one of the most troubling 
experiments in modern history — the Bush administration's 
effort to establish the authority to capture and detain 
indefinitely anyone anywhere in the world, on the President's 
say-so that they are 'bad guys.' This necessary volume 
provides both the first-hand documents and the critical 
overview necessary to see how that experiment was launched, 
challenged, defeated, and revived." 

-David Cole, Georgetown Law Center 

The Supreme Court cases covered in detail in this volume 
constitute one of the most important chapters in American 
history. Preserving key constitutional rights of due process and 
the rule of law trumped the efforts of a president attempting 
to use the war on terror to create an executive branch able to 
operate outside established legal norms. 
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-88647-5:1,040 pp. 

fr'-ceo woie..r to change 
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CAMBRIDGE 

New Law Titles from Cambridge 

Rules of Origin in 
International Trade 
Stefano Inama 

$135.00: Hb: J7S-0 521-A51WH: 350 pp. 

Social Rights Jurisprudence 
Emerging Trends in Comparative and 

International Law 

Malcolm Longford 
$160 00 Htr 978 0 S21-8n(|Cd 9:704 pp. 
$90 00: I * 978-0-521-6'605-1 

Housing, Land, and 
Property Rights in 
Post-Conflict United Nations 
and Other Peace Operations 
A Comparative Survey and 

Proposal for Reform 

Scoli Leckie 
$85.0' H • r-7S-0-521-P8821-3 392 pp. 

Homing, Und, *M Property SJ|'I 
in Pwi-Cnnfta Unrwd K M M M * «• 

Other Peat Op«»t 

Constitutional Protection 
of Human Rights 
in Latin America 
A Comparative Study of 

Amparo Proceedings 

Allan R. Brewer-Carias 
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-49202-7:448 pp. 

Attorney's Reference on 
Human Anatomy 
June L. Melloni, Ida G. Dox, 
B. John Melloni and 
H.Paul Melloni 
$60.00: Pb: 978-0-521-69608-1:286 pp. 

Driving Innovation 
Intellectual Property Strategies for 

a Dynamic World 

Michael A. Gollin 
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521 -87780-0:430 pp. 
$29.99: Pb: 978-0-521-70169-3 

Global Corruption Report 2008 
Corruption in the Water Sector 

Compiled by 
Transparency International 
Tromparvncy International 

Global Corruption Report* 

$39.99: Pb: 978-0-521 -72795-2:398 pp. 

GLOBAL 
CORRUPTION 
REPORT 

-2008' • 

Sixth Edition' 

International Law 
Malcolm Shaw 
S165.00: Hb: 978-0-521-89929-1:1.708 pp. 
575.00: Pb: 978-0-521-72814-0 

Second Edition' 

The Law and Policy of the 
World Trade Organization 
Text, Cases and Materials 

Peter Van den Bossche 

$185.00- Hb: 978-0-521-89890-4- 97U |,p. 
590.00: Pb: 978-0-521-72759-4 

i»e.on»/us/law 1-800-872-7423 
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CAMBRIDGE 

New Law Titles from Cambridge 

Cambridge Studies 
in International and 
Comparative Law 

The Principle of Legality 
in International and 
Comparative Criminal Law 
Kenneth S. Gal lant 

S;I O.ftl: Hh: 478-0-521-88648-2:624 pp. 

Conflict of Norms in 
Public International Law 
How WTO Law Relates to Other 

Rules of International Law 

Toost Pauwelyn 
S135.K- Mb: 9/8 U V I -82488-0: 556 pp. 

S60.00.Pb-«)78-::-W 10047 2 

Legal Principles in WTO Disputes 
Andrew D. Mitchell 
S :20.;;C- lib: 978 .) 521 8/32GO: 368 pp. 

Optimal Protection 
of International Law 
Navigating between European 

Absolutism and American Voluntarism 

Joost Pauwelyn 
SRu.i".- Hi . ' i /S :j 52' 5168? 7:266 pp. 

International Criminal Law 
Practitioner Library 
Volume 2: Elements of Crimes under 

International Law 

Gideon Boas, James L. Bischoff and 
Natalie L. Reid 
7771' Inwt national Criminal Law PniaitUmer 
S150.00: Hb: 978-0-521-87830-2:496 pp. 

A Guide to the World 
Anti-Doping Code 
A Fight for the Spirit of Sport 

Paul D a v i d 
S160.00: Hb: 978-0-521-87300-0:280 pp. 

Justice and Reconciliation in 
Post-Apartheid South Africa 
Francois du Bois and 
Antjc du Bois-Pedain 
Ciaiibi ijfi- .V/HI/IVS in Law Mid Saciilv 

SI 10.00: Hh: 978-0-521 -88205-7:336 pp. 

European Comparative 
Company Law 
Mads Andenas and 
Frank Wooldridge 
S- 50.00: Hb: 9780 521-84219-8:456 pp. 

Building the International 
Criminal Court 
Benjamin N. Schiff 
585.00: Hb: 978-0-521-87312-3:320 pp. 
525.99: Pb: 978-0-521-69472-8 

The European Union and 
Crisis Management 
Policy and Legal Aspects 

Steven Blockmans 

5140.00: Hb: 978-9-067-04286-4:458 pp. 

European Union Law: 
Text and Materials 

Book and Updating 
Supplement Pack 
Damian Chalmers, 
Christos Hadjiemmanuil, 
Giorgio Monti and Adam Tomkins 
S75.00:2 Pb books: 9780-521 -73487-5:1,578 pp. 

Updating Supplement 
Damian Chalmers and 
Giorgio Monti 
S29.99: Pb: 978-0-521-07013-3:216 pp. 

Pf.-te- :o:,-.-t: •••- '.:',d'."j-.\ 
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CAMBRIIKiL 

New Law Titles from Cambridge 

Netherlands Yearbook of 
International Law 
Volume 38: 2007 

I.F. Dckkerand 
I'. A. Nollkaemper 
"• . •;• 'iandi Yeurhuci. •' fnumzi: r. li !AIW 

i'lJOQr Hh- 978-3 067 ,j4»6b S 7fCia 

Limits of Sovereignty in 
International Commercial 
Practice 
T. & M. Henquet, 
S. Jet' £J. Kooptnans and 
Ch-LMVerlwri 

'SHtOO* Nb:9*M67-04261 1-?S0pi> 

Synergies hi 
Minority Protection 
European and International Law 

Krktfa Henraxd and 
Be ta* Jtanbar 
J120.00: HfcWM-5Z»-864S3-1:464 pp. 

The Right to 
Self-determination and 
Post-Cotonial Governance 
The Case of the Netherlands 
Antilles and Aruba 

Steven Hlllebrink 
5130 00-Hb: 978-9-067 04279-6:400 pp. 

Agreeing and Implementing 
the Doha Round of the WTO 
I l.ir.ild Honmann 
51;. • hi 978-0-521-8699M: 520 pp. 

Ethical Dimensions of 
the Foreign Policy of 
the European Union 
A Legal Appraisal 

Urfan Khaliq 
i '..rnhnUtf btuJiiZ m 

.' uTr ivn Luw andPulicy 

JHuuG Hh 978-0-521 -87075-7 544 pp 

The European Arrest Warrant 
in Practice 
N. Keijzcr and 
Elie*. Van Sliedregt 
J1J'..X Hb 578-MW7-M2aj-: 4..'IT. 

The Europeanisation of 
International Law 
The Status of International Law in 
the EU and its Member States 

Jan Wouters, Andre Nollkaemper 
and Lrika de Wet 
SlOOO'i ht 9/.i '•-•.f.7-04;I<5 1 2b0pp 

Landmarks in Australian 
Intellectual Property Law 
Andrew T. Kenyan, 
Megan Richardson and 
Sam Rickctson 
$75 X Hb 978-C--..'l 51686-0 Wia. 

Treaty Conflict and 
the European Union 
Jan Klabben 
512? 0C Hb SIS 0 5/1 :• V> • .>». 
$•1:- OL r- •)'•! • •«..• ' . ' H i J 

Bilateral and Regional 
Trade Agreements 
By Simon Lester and 
Bryan Mercuric 

Case Studies 
SI5i « • hb 973-0 r.;i ->~bt« 1 >•> pp 

Commentary and Analysis 
J'700>J +i 97S 0 52'-S7i2'-2 lb* pp 

2-Volume Set 
S7S0.0-I : Hb b^i" T-". , *l\ 4Wv' 4 ' 1 . ' pp 

Opening Markets for 
International Trade in Services 
Countries and Sectors in Bilateral and 
WTO Negotiations 

Juan A. Marchetti and Maitin Roy 
(160 00: Hb' 9/8-0 521-51O04-4' 683 pp 
f8000Pb 978-0-521-73591 9 

Multilateralizing Regionalfsife4 
Challenges for the 
Global Trading System 

Patrick Low and 
Richard Baldwin 
WTOIntmul&ih . 
5130 00 Hfc 978-0-521-5060MlfSl«). •> 
S55 00 Hi 978-0-521-73StM. ." > . . 

Free Movement of <3i 
and Limits of Re; 
Autonomy in the 
Tamara Perisin 
599 0i< hi) "76 9-067-04290-1 

Convergence in 
Shareholder Law 
Mathias M. Sienu „ 
.V.-ITT..:: «ul Corporate Law andjFWrrtW"'*',,. 
"i !u rb: fit v.'UM.'/nni V^ft 

51 IIUU I'L ?7ii .' i i l 87675-9522 

" , < $ # * $ 

Common Legal FramewoiibWr 
Takeover Bids in Europe Bar 
Volume 1 '• ;..w-
Dirk Van Gerven 
L .:••* /V .i-r:::, tjfr i m a 

5170 00 Ht. 978-0-521-51666-2 4<".<k 

2-Volume W 
Post-War Restoration* 
Property Rights Under 
International Law 
Hans Van Houtte, Hans Dai,"" 
Bart Delmarrino and lassoaYi', 
$28000 2HbbuoK 9/8-0-5̂ :-<<~>c31 -7:7X1J 

ft! 

*: 
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INTERNATIONAL 
LAW AS LAW 

?Ar,'\:r. 25-23. 2009 * The hnnrr^t Washing ^r\ jr. 

With over a century of tradition and experience behind it, ASIL's 
Annual Meeting has become the most important gathering in the 
field of international law. More than 1,000 practitioners, 
academics, and students travel to Washington, DC, each spring 
from all over the world to debate and discuss the latest 
developments in their field. 

ASIL's 103rd Annual Meeting, which will reflect on the theme 
International Law as Law will be held March 25-28, 2009 at The 
Fairmont Hotel in Washington, DC. 

Highlights of the meeting include: 

• The Grotius Lecture by Mr. Achim Steiner, Executive 
Director, U.N. Environmental Program 

• The Hudson Medal Lecture by Judge Charles N. Brower, 
Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal 

• A Plenary Panel with Obama Administration Officials 

• A Plenary Panel on "International Law as Law at the 
International Court of Justice," with Judges Thomas 
Buergenthal, Hisashi Owada, and Bruno Simma 

• The ILSA-ASIL Gala Dinner Celebrating the 50th 
Anniversary of the Jessup Moot Court Competition, with 
remarks by Judges Rosalyn Higgins and Stephen Schwebel 

And much more. For program details, go to 

www.asil.org/am09 

: Register at * 
,www.asil.org/register09f 

© 2008 The American Society of International Law • 2223 Massachusetts Avenue, NW Washington DC 20008 • Phone 202-939-6000 
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^ew From Edward 
Elgar Publishing 

EU Regulation of GMOs 
Law and Decision Making for a 
New Technology 

Maria Lee, University College London, UK 

This book explores the EU's elaborate regulatory 
framework for GMOs. Regulation of GMOs extends far 
beyond the process of authorization (or not) of GMOs for 
the EU market, raising issues in disparate legal disciplines 
including intellectual property, consumer protection 
and civil liability. Maria Lee considers the important 
question, highlighted by GMOs, of legitimacy in a context 

of multi-level governance, both internally towards national and local government, 
and externally in a world where technologies and their regulation have global 
impacts. As she demonstrates, GMOs provide a crucial study of the ways in which law 
responds to new technology in a complex and controversial environment. 

FINDING 
SOLUTIONS FOP 
ENVIRONMENT; 

Nov 2008 296 pp Hardback 978 1 84542 606 4 $135.00 
Biotechnology Regulation series 

Finding Solutions 
for Environmental Conflicts 
Power and Negot iat ion 

Edward Christie,Queensland Bar, Australia, 
formerly of Griffith University and Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal, Commonwealth of Australia 

Environmental conflicts over sustainability, Environmental 
Impact Assessment, biodiversity, biotechnology and 
risk, chemicals and public health, are not necessarily 
legalistic problems but land use problems. Edward 
Christie shows how solutions for these conflicts can be 
found via consensual agreement using an approach that integrates law, science 
and alternative dispute resolution and reframes the role of law and science.This 
book assesses the key unifying principles of environmental and administrative law 
in Australia, the UK/EL) and USA, together with accepted scientific concepts for 
environmental management and protection. By doing so it provides a 
cross-disciplinary approach to collaborative problem-solving and decision-making, 
using ADR processes to resolve environmental conflicts, and will be valuable to 
environmental professionals. 

§Plfci!l»» :**illPil 

2008 360 pp Hardback 978 1 84720 070 9 $140.00 
New Horizons in Environmental and Energy Law series 

MORE INFORMATION 

Edward Elgar Publishing Inc. 
William Pratt House 
9 Dewey Court 
Northampton, MA 01062-3815 USA Tel: 
(413)584-5551 
Fax:(413)584-9933 
elgarinfo@e-elgar.com 

ORDERS 

Edward Elgar Publishing Inc. • PO Box 574 
Williston,VT 05495-0575 USA 
Tel: (800) 390-3149 • Fax (802) 864-7626 • eep.orders@aidcvt.com 

Handbook on Trade 
and the Environment 
Edited by Kevin P. Gallagher, Boston University and Tufts University 

In this comprehensive new reference work Kevin Gallagher has compiled 
a fresh and broad-ranging collection of expert voices commenting on the 
interdisciplinary field of trade and the environment. For over two decades 
policy-makers and scholars have been struggling to understand the 
relationship between international trade in a globalizing world and its effects 
on the natural environment.The authors in this Handbook provide the tools to 
do just that. 

Feb 2009 c416pp Hardback 978 1 84720 454 7 c $215.00 

ELGAR ORIGINAL REFERENCE 

Climate Change and 
European Emissions Trading 
Lessons for Theory and Practice 

Edited by Michael Faure, University of Maastricht and Erasmus 
University Rotterdam and Marjan Peeters, University of Maastricht, 
The Netherlands 

The EU wide greenhouse gas emissions trading scheme provides a fascinating 
opportunity to review the practical application of this market-based 
instrument. However, we are still in a learning phase regarding the optimal 
design options of this instrument for all kind of pollution problems, and thus 
also for the specific case of greenhouse gases.This book combines a legal and 
economic approach towards the future design of the EU ETS, thereby inter alia 
reviewing the proposal for a major revision of this scheme. Many contributions 
to this book make clear that the economic efficiency and effectiveness of an 
emission trading scheme depend to a large extent depend on the specific 
legislative choices. 

Feb 2009 c 4 2 4 p p Hardback 978 1 84720 898 9 $165.00 
New Horizons in Environmental and Energy Law series 

China and International 
Environmental Liability 
Legal Remedies forTransboundary Pollution 

Edited by Michael Faure, University of Maastricht and Erasmus 
University Rotterdam,The Netherlands and Song Ying, Peking 
University, P.R.China 

'Few countries are likely to have a more important global environmental role in 
coming years than the People's Republic of China. Professors Faure and Song have 
prepared a remarkable collection of essays that provide valuable insight on one key 
aspect: China s engagement with issues of liability for environmental damage at the 
domestic and international levels. There is much to be learnt from the pages of this 
commendable, rich and accessible work.' 

- Philippe Sands QC, UCL and Matrix Chambers 

Dec 2008 c392pp Hardback 9781 84720 752 4 $155.00 
New Horizons in Environmental and Energy Law series 

www.e-elgar.com 
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Meet your new 
research team. 

A team of experienced librarians and legal research experts is working for you, and you 

didn't even know it. Better yet, you can call on them 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

The EISIL team has broken down the complicated world of researching international 

law into 13 broad categories covering 300 international law topics. At www.eisil.org, 

you'll have easy access to: 

• Primary source documents such as treaties and agreements. 

• Information for cite checking international legal materials for articles, briefs, and 

working papers. 

• The best web sites and other tools for doing further research on an international 

topic. 

Research that used to take days or hours and required an extensive library can now be 

done in minutes! 

Try it. EISIL is fast, easy and FREE. Your team of researchers is waiting. 

Check out EISIL today at www.eisil.org 

El 5311 I 1 ^ ^ 1 k* 
Electronic Information System for International Law 

EISIL was developed by the American Society of International Law under a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 
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L H h . .1= • * ••r ' Intellectual Property 

The Modernization of Traditional iCnttwleige 
by Bryan Bachner 

tftie$«twd property 
rights and china 

.-!• 
* . w i U . W i f . 

The aim of this book is to examine the role of 
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progress has been a threat to biological diver
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of the correlation between intellectual property 
rights and environmental law to a new level. It 
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100 WAYS 
IT SHAPES OUR LIVES 
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Many find international law abstract and static. Topics such as war 
and peace or relationships between countries are considered by 
some to be not so much questions of law, but of power and influence. 
Others question the existence of international law. 

International Law: 100 Ways It Shapes Our Lives was conceived 
from the proposition that international law not only exists, but also 
penetrates more deeply and broadly into everyday life than is generally 
recognized. Some ways are of relatively recent vintage, while others 
are long-standing. 100 examples were identified by ASIL members, 
vetted by a smaller group of experts, and organized into seven 
chapters: 1) daily life; 2) leisure; 3) travel; 4) commerce 5) health 
and the environment; 6) personal liberty; 7) public safety and global 
security. 

Join us in demonstrating how international law shapes our lives by 

• Visiting 100 Ways at 
http://www.asillOO.org/ways.html; 

• Using it in teaching and 
general civic education 
programs; 

• Adding ways to the list; and 

• Sharing your experiences 
using International Law: 100 
Ways It Shapes Our Lives. 

We hope that this creative and : 

interactive project will help 
demonstrate the diversity and 
the centrality of international 
law to our lives today. 
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A team of experienced librarians and legal research experts is working for you, and you 

didn't even know it. Better yet, you can call on them 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

The EISIL team has broken down the complicated world of researching international 

law into 13 broad categories covering 300 international law topics. At www.eisil.org, 

you'll have easy access to: 
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• Information for cite checking international legal materials for articles, briefs, and 

working papers. 
• The best web sites and other tools for doing further research on an international 

topic. 

Research that used to take days or hours and required an extensive library can now be 

done in minutes! 

Try it. EISIL is fast, easy and FREE. Your team of researchers is waiting. 

Check out EISIL today at www.eisil.org 
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penetrates more deeply and broadly into everyday life than is generally 
recognized. Some ways are of relatively recent vintage, while others 
are long-standing. 100 examples were identified by ASIL members, 
vetted by a smaller group of experts, and organized into seven 
chapters: 1) daily life; 2) leisure; 3) travel; 4) commerce 5) health 
and the environment; 6) personal liberty; 7) public safety and global 
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• Visiting 100 Ways at 
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general civic education 
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• Sharing your experiences 
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demonstrate the diversity and 
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